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Follow Us On 
FaceBook

No Need to be a Facebook 
User

Click the button

Nelson Section

Club News can now be 
found on the website. There 
are news items and trip 
reports from all over the 
country. Click the button 
below to go there now!

CLUB NEWS 

Sect ion Gear  Hire

The Nelson section gear (ice axes, 
avo gear, locater beacon etc) is 
available to all section members. 
Contact Liam Sullivan 
liam_sullivan@yahoo.com

More 
Info

Club Donations

We have a link online where 
members can donate online, but it 
is in the shop and so not easy to 
find. The funds are all still the 
same: Members can also use our 
bank account 03 0502 0607822 00, 
or send in a cheque (NZ only 
though).
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The ability to drive from Lake Tennyson over Maling Pass into 
the Waiau valley (in spring/summer, see DOC website for 
locked gate code) makes climbing the Spensers peaks in that 
area much easier. Consequently, it took us only about 2 hours 
to get up Glacier Gully and find a campsite. It?s a stunning 
location, with a cirque topped by Mts Duessa and Una, and 
much snow avalanche debris below. Up early next day, the 
large snow shelf above the cirque wall was reached easily, 
then up an obvious ramp and onto the south ridge. Duessa 
(the two-faced temptress in Spenser?s famous poem) is 
merely a bump on the ridge, then it?s a beautiful airy 
undulating snow ridge onto Una (the virtuous and wholesome 
one). Time for photos and identifying some of the many 
snow-covered peaks visible. It?s a great place to be, then we 
retrace our steps. The 1200m ascent wasn?t too bad, but the 
descent feels endless! Nothing left to do now but enjoy a brew 
and sunshine for the afternoon ? something done only too 
rarely on a two or three day trip. New members Mike and Jim 
get induced into the peculiar ways of old hands Jerome, Liam 
and Ben, and everyone gets home happy. 

 

Mt  Ella 

TRIP REPORTS 











  PRIME MINISTER LAUNCHES ?HILLARY?S ANTARCTICA? BOOK

The Antarctic Heritage Trust was delighted that the New Zealand Prime  Minister Rt 
Hon Jacinda Ardern officially launched a new book ?Hillary?s  Antarctica? at New 
Zealand?s Parliament in late October. 

?Hillary?s Antarctica? is the first book to fully document and celebrate Sir  Edmund 
Hillary and his team?s contribution to Antarctic history. Written  by Antarctic 
Heritage Trust?s Executive Director Nigel Watson, it is  illustrated with renowned 
photographer Jane Ussher's stunning images,  plus historic photos and 
never-before-seen ephemera and diary entries.

The book is available for purchase online from booksellers nationwide in New 
Zealand and online

Aoraki - Tai Poutini: a guide for mountaineers guidebook launch 

We are absolutely stoked to announce the upcoming release of NZAC's guidebook 
Aoraki ? Tai Poutini: a guide for mountaineers. This is the long-awaited 
mountaineering guidebook for both Aoraki/Mt  Cook National Park and Westland 
Tai Poutini National Park.
 The book will be available for purchase from the NZAC online shop and in all good 
bookstores from Wednesday, 7th November 2018 (retail $70; member price 
through NZAC $50). In the meantime, please put  the launch dates in your 
calendar (details found here), to join NZAC in celebrating the release of the 
guidebook. We?ve got a  great line up of speakers, and author Rob Frost will say a 
few words  about writing the guide, the new grading system, and would love to  
answer some questions. The guidebook will be for sale at the member  price at all 
launch events, for members and non-members alike.
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GEAR FOR SALE 

Norman Carrington has a quantity of climbing gear for sale, 
including plastic boots (2 pair), ice axes, hammer, crampons, 
helmet etc. All in excellent condition. Contact him for more 

details. Email: povhol@compassnet.co.nz 

NOTICES 

Remembering those we have lost
 The past few weeks have brought three tragedies to our community 
that  will have touched many of you. In particular, we wish to 
acknowledge the  families and friends of well-known mountaineers 
Caleb Jennings, Martin  Hess and Wolfgang Maier at this difficult 
time. Our thoughts are with  you.
 The details of these tragic accidents will become clearer with time 
and  investigation, but we do want to note that all three involved  
avalanches. Please be careful when you are out there adventuring 
this  spring and ensure that you have all the information available 
before  attempting your objectives. Have fun but stay safe.


